
In & Out Painting Watercolor Material List 
 

WATERCOLORS FOR Beginners and Intermediates 
 

 2 - 3 round brushes for watercolor, size 6, 12, 14 (PREFER GOOD QUALITY ($$$)….they will last a 

lifetime! Check for one with good point on it.  I prefer dark colored brushes than synthetic white kind. 
 

 1 flat soft brush  about 1 inch wide. (can even be house-painting brush – cheap is OK here) For washes. 
 

 Paints –  This is minimum.  If you get one of the cheap sets that have lots of colors you may encounter 

problems.  Better to buy small tube of one good paint than several of minimum quality.  
 2 blues (cerulean & ultramarine) ( cobalt is also very useful ) ;  
 2 reds (cadmium red light & alizarin crimson) ( if you like sweet pinks get oprah 

or Rose Madder); 
  1 yellow (cadmium yellow pale) ( new gabouge is warm yellow that is also 

useful ) ; 
  3 earth colors (yellow ochre, burnt sienna, burnt umber)  

 
 You can round out your palette with cadmium orange, mineral violet, Hookers green dark or 

Viridian and Paynes grey, but they are optional for first class 

 
You will also need the following items, which you should bring with you to the first class so we can get right to 

work! 

 Pencil  ( 2b or softer ) and Kneaded eraser ( if you do not have kneaded eraser you can borrow mine ) 
 Notebook for class notes ( if desired )  
 2 containers to hold water – used, large yogurt containers work well; needs to not tip over when brushes are 

in it 
 Medium-sized width artist tape (painters tape is OK too) ( can share or borrow from me first class ) 
 Roll of paper towels ( can share or borrow ) 
 Rigid surface to hold paper, such as masonite or drawing board ( even foarmcore may work for first class )  
 White ceramic large plate or plastic pallet large enough to hold paints - the little round ones that cost a 

dollar will not be sufficient!  One with a cover is excellent idea. 

Also useful: sponges ( natural and cosmetic )  atomizer, razor blades, white elongated eraser, Maskit fluid, 

watercolor paper if you have it. 

 
If you want to buy tablet of watercolor paper be sure is it at least 9 x 12 and of no less than 140 lb. and cotton rag.  
However, I will bring sheets of good paper and divide them up and sell at cost to you.  This should be no more 
than $.50 to $1.00 per class.  My experience is that people buy tablets of paper that is too limp and does not hold 
up nor has the texture for really good painting.  Paper that cannot absorb water is very difficult to work with and 
makes the learning process more difficult.  So if you come with no paper to first class that is OK.  We will discuss 
so you get idea of what to buy if desired.  If you inherited paper from a friend or child you can bring and we will see 
if it is suitable. 

For painting outdoors you will want to bring an easel.  Also useful, value scale, cropping tools, red glass 
rectangle, cheap brush for maskit fluid. 


